Aloft®
Height-Adjustable Benching
Create Benching Environments that Aim Higher

Achieve the collaboration and space utilization benefits of a bench system, plus the ergonomic health advantages of letting team members choose their most comfortable working posture. Through smart features and functionality, Aloft height-adjustable benching elevates the performance of contemporary, open spaces.
Designed to Adjust and Evolve
Multiple worksurface shapes. Single- or two-sided applications. Adjustable or fixed returns. The wide range of Aloft planning options satisfies individual worker needs within a single platform. Choose manual or motorized adjustable worksurfaces, and mix in fixed-height tops that can easily be upgraded as needs change, for more responsive, multipurpose work areas.
Ready for a Wired Workforce

Aloft is plugged into worker needs for easy power and data access. Standard power ways support most users and can be upgraded as needed. Vertical cable carrier belts and wire-management baskets are built into each workspace, keeping the office neat, while ensuring clearance for users’ legs. What’s more, worksurface access boxes, monitor arms and CPU holders are all available to help create a more user-friendly, responsive space.

Under-mount power can support up to four duplex outlets or combinations with two USBs per seat. Lateral baskets and vertical belts neatly channel cables to the worksurface.
Ideas that Place People First

Recognized with the industry’s respected Best of NeoCon® award in 2015, Aloft continues to support real people day after day. Select a traditional forward-facing solution or push your environment further with 120-degree worksurfaces that maximize space while giving people more room to work. Screens mount directly to the worksurfaces, assuring a measure of privacy at any height.
Featured Fabrics and Finishes
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Paint Finish Options

Please request samples to view before specifying, as the colors, materials and finishes featured within this brochure may vary due to the printing process.
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